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Jumsoft Presents the New Toolbox for Pages
Published on 01/08/13
Jumsoft, a developer of high-quality applications and designs for OS X, is further
expanding its assortment with a brand new product for users of Apple's Pages. Toolbox for
Pages 1.0 is a free download that offers a new, convenient way to view and purchase
Jumsoft's product sets for Apple's word processing application and gives a number of
sample items free of charge. The app provides options for creating professional content
ranging from invoices and business cards to greetings and posters.
Vilnius, Lithuania - Jumsoft, a developer of high-quality applications and designs for OS
X, is further expanding its assortment with a brand new product for users of Apple's
Pages. Toolbox for Pages 1.0 is a free download that offers a new, convenient way to view
and purchase Jumsoft's product sets for Apple's word processing application and gives a
number of sample items free of charge.
Toolbox for Pages provides numerous options for creating professional and exciting content
ranging from invoices and business cards to greetings and posters. In total, the
collection contains 704 templates, 1498 clipart images, 722 doodles, 50 badges, 6 ribbons,
and 68 watercolor clipart pieces in three colors: red, blue, and green. Users can purchase
these by piece, by category, or by set. In addition, the first item in each category can
be downloaded at no charge.
Algirdas Unguvaitis, the general manager of Jumsoft, said, "We think Toolbox for Pages is
a win-win approach for us and our clients. It allows us to update the product assortment
really swiftly, and our clients can pick and choose the specific items they are interested
in or save by purchasing the whole bundle. Plus, they can download a number of sample
items for free and see for themselves how these tools make their work more efficient."
Once an item has been purchased, users can open it in Pages with just one click. Every
object in the templates can be edited without difficulty. All images in Elements for Pages
and Jumsoft Clipart include transparent backgrounds that allow the images to be placed on
various colors and patterns. The PNG format lets users adjust brightness, tint, and other
image parameters.
System Requirements:
* Requires Mac OS X 10.7 or later
* iWork '09 or later
* 74.3 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Toolbox for Pages 1.0 is free and available worldwide through the Mac App Store in the
Utilites category. For prices of the in-app purchases, visit the Toolbox for Pages page on
the Mac App Store.
Jumsoft:
http://www.jumsoft.com/
Toolbox for Pages 1.0:
http://www.jumsoft.com/deals/
Download from Mac App Store:
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/toolbox-for-pages/id571654652?mt=12&ls=1/
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Based in scenic Vilnius, Lithuania, Jumsoft is a privately funded company founded in 2002.
Committed to providing the highest quality software, Jumsoft is a dedicated group of Apple
Macintosh experts whose goal is creating and marketing exciting, easy-to-use and powerful
applications for the Mac Platform. Jumsoft most recently focused its attention on
maximizing the potential of Apple's iWork, quickly becoming the leading provider of
Keynote themes and objects. Copyright 2002-2013 Jumsoft. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the
Apple logo, are registered trademarks of Apple Computer in the U.S. and/or other
countries.
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